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MY TURN

A ‘bright future’ of nuclear power?
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been researching and organizing on these life-threatening siton Jan. 7 pricked me to respond uations for decades. They organize to educate and mobilize
immediately. Author Joshua
Goldstein spoke at the Arms Li- people into movements to prevent further harm and to begin
brary about his scholarly reto solve the problems
search leading him to believe
Because nuclear waste connuclear power to be the solution
to climate change. My personal tains radioactive elements of
known varying half-lives up to
research of over 35 years has
100,000 years, the EPA set a
determined otherwise.
limit to isolate radioactive
During these 75 years since
waste from reaching ground
the U.S. engineered and then
water for 10,000 years, and be
dropped (the world’s first and
isolated from the environment
only) two nuclear weapons, on
for 100,000 years. Best guess?
Hiroshima and Nagasaki (peoScientists have not found a safe
ple! environment!), no scientists/engineers have found a so- way to store them away from
living beings, and are searching
lution for radioactive waste.
now for possible “deep burial”
Like other waste — chemicals,
(never tried) in a “sacrifice
plastics — there is no “away.”
zone” (offering deals to poor
We “discover ” microplastics
non-white communities to acand endocrine-disrupters and
radioactive particles have found cept the risks of contaminatheir way through water and air tion.) Any “away ” site requires
and up the food-chain, affecting risky transportation from all the
reactor sites now “temporarily ”
every living being.
storing high-level spent-fuel
You may not be seeing such
waste. Neighbors want it to go
reports in your newspapers/
away. CAN is organizing for
magazines or on TV or radio.
safest interim storage at reacBut many citizens — like Deb
tor
sites, and committed to findKatz (Citizens Awareness Network) in Rowe and Tim Judson ing a safe permanent solution.
We live in a culture of waste;
at Nuclear Information & Rejust
toss it wherever and walk
source Service on nuclear isaway,
never thinking of reduce,
sues, or Bill McKibben on
reuse, recycle. Food waste is
earth/climate issues — have

easier, as nature composts for
reuse admirably! But corporate
industries develop systems that
produce hazardous waste, leaving cleanup to others. Creating
more radioactive waste is not a
solution — it’s a huge toxic
mess with no solution and cannot turn the tide of climate crisis.
I’ve been learning the value
of indigenous knowledge, how
to “walk in balance with all my
relations” (“Walking in Balance
with All My Relations” curriculum, c/o Visioning BEAR Circle
Intertribal Coalition; at VisioningBEAR.org) with respect, reciprocity, humility, compassion
… and I’m grateful that I can
share this with others as we
transform ourselves to be part
of the solution. We turn away
from greed, violence and exploitation, pressure the industries and government to clean
up the mess, and begin to build
communities of caring, nurturing, sharing, harmony and joy.
This is the real solution to climate change and social change
with equity.
Suzanne R. Carlson of Greenfield is a member of boards of VBCIC, Traprock Center for Peace
and Justice, and Citizens Awareness Network.

Readers Write
Immigration policy

To underscore Al Norman’s history of opposition to affordable
health care (My Turn, Jan. 4), consider the following facts.
According to U.S. Customs and
Border Protection, border crossings by Central American refugees
— the border crossings Trump and
Fox News rage about 24/7 —
ranged from 20,000 to roughly
60,000 people per month in 2018. In
February 2019, more than 76,000
migrants crossed the border withan
11-year high
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a strong
sign
that stepped-up
prosecutions, new controls on asy-

the most incredibly noxious, lethal
fuel imaginable (uranium) and generates all kinds of highly radioactive particles and materials that
will be poisonous for millennia.
(What nuclear power folks call
“spent fuel” taken out of the reactors is in fact extremely radioactive.)
But that begs that question of
why isn’t it safer than it is? The answer is that nuclear power is generated by profit-making companies
that have an incentive to cut costs
and rely on taxpayer bailouts. And
it’s because the Nuclear RegulaPowered by TECNAVIA
tory Commission doesn’t regulate
JOHN BOS the industry; it is in its pocket. Just

means lowering prices will always
be difficult.
For a typical angioplasty, a procedure that opens a blocked blood
vessel to the heart, the average
U.S. price is $32,200, compared with
$6,400 in the Netherlands, or $7,400
in Switzerland. An injection of Herceptin, an important breast cancer
treatment, costs $211 in the United
States, compared with $44 in South
Africa.
Our immigration policy allows
desperate U.S. citizens to get affordable health while denying it to
those coming the other way.

